Abstract: 3D modeling of a given site is an important activity for a wide range of applications including urban planning, as-built mapping of industrial sites, heritage documentation, military simulation, and outdoor/indoor analysis of airflow. Point clouds, which could be either derived from passive or active imaging systems, are an important source for 3D modeling. Such point clouds need to undergo a sequence of data processing steps to derive the necessary information for the 3D modeling process. Segmentation is usually the first step in the data processing chain. This paper presents a region-growing multi-class simultaneous segmentation procedure, where planar, pole-like, and rough regions are identified while considering the internal characteristics (i.e., local point density/spacing and noise level) of the point cloud in question. The segmentation starts with point cloud organization into a kd-tree data structure and characterization process to estimate the local point density/spacing. Then, proceeding from randomly-distributed seed points, a set of seed regions is derived through distance-based region growing, which is followed by modeling of such seed regions into planar and pole-like features. Starting from optimally-selected seed regions, planar and pole-like features are then segmented. The paper also introduces a list of hypothesized artifacts/problems that might take place during the region-growing process. Finally, a quality control process is devised to detect, quantify, and mitigate instances of partially/fully misclassified planar and pole-like features. Experimental results from airborne and terrestrial laser scanning as well as image-based point clouds are presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed segmentation and quality control framework.
Introduction
Urban planning, heritage documentation, military simulation, airflow analysis, transportation management, and Building Information Modeling (BIM) are among the applications that need accurate 3D models of the sites in question. Optical imaging and laser scanning systems are the two leading data acquisition modalities for 3D model generation. Acquired images can be manipulated to produce a point cloud along the visible surface within the field of view of the camera stations. Laser scanning systems, on the other hand, are capable of directly providing accurate point clouds at high density. To allow for the derivation of semantic information, image and laser-based point clouds need to undergo a sequence of data processing steps to meet the demands of Digital Building Model-DBM-generation, urban planning [1] , as-built mapping of industrial sites, transportation infrastructure systems [2] , cultural heritage documentation [3] , and change detection. Point cloud segmentation according to pre-defined criteria is one of the initial steps in the data processing chain.
analysis of the DSM-based binary image. The region-growing process is terminated whenever the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of a plane-fitting process exceeds a pre-set threshold. Forlani et al. [22] used a region-growing process to segment raster elevation data, where the height gradient between neighboring cells is used as the stopping criterion. For TIN-based point clouds, the spatial neighborhood among the generated triangles and the similarity of the respective surface normals have been used for the segmentation process [23] . For non-organized point clouds, data structuring approaches (e.g., Kd-trees or Octree data structures) are used to identify local neighborhoods and derive the respective attributes [24, 25] . Yang and Dong [26] classified point clouds using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) into planar, linear, and spherical local neighborhoods. Then, region growing is implemented by checking the similarity of derived attributes such as principal direction, normal vector, and intensity. Region-growing segmentation approaches are usually preferred due to their computational efficiency. However, their performance is quite sensitive to noise level within the point cloud in question as well as the selected seed-points/regions [27] [28] [29] .
For the parameter-domain approach, a feature vector is first defined for the individual points using their local neighborhoods. Then, the feature vectors are incorporated in an attribute space/accumulator array where peak-detection techniques are used to identify clusters-i.e., points sharing similar feature vectors. Filin and Pfeifer [30] used a slope-adaptive neighborhood to derive the local surface normal for the individual points. Then, they defined a feature vector that encompasses the position of the point and the normal vector to the tangent plane at that point. Then, a mode-seeking algorithm is used to identify clusters in the resulting attribute space [31] . Biosca and Lerma [32] utilized three attributes-namely, normal distance to the fitted plane through a local neighborhood from a defined origin, normal vector to the fitted plane, and normal distance between the point in question and the fitted plane-to define a feature vector. Then, an unsupervised fuzzy clustering approach is implemented to identify peaks in the attribute space. Lari and Habib [29] introduced an approach where the individual points have been classified as either belonging to planar or linear/cylindrical local neighborhoods using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Then, the attributes of the classified features are stored in different accumulator arrays where peaks are identified without the need for tessellating such array to detect planar and pole-like features. Parameter-domain segmentation techniques do not depend on seed points. However, the identification of peaks in the constructed attribute space is a time-consuming process, whose complexity depends on the dimensionality of the involved feature vector [27] . Moreover, spatially-disconnected segments that share the same attributes will be erroneously grouped together. In general, existing spatial-domain and parameter-domain segmentation techniques do not deal with simultaneous segmentation of planar, pole-like, and rough regions in a given point cloud.
The outcome of a segmentation process usually suffers from some artifacts [33] . The traditional approach for Quality Control (QC) of the segmentation result is based on having reference data, which is manually generated, and deriving correctness and completeness measures [34, 35] . The correctness measure evaluates the percentage of correctly-segmented constituents of regions in a given class relative the total size of that class in the segmentation outcome. The completeness measure, on the other hand, represents the percentage of correctly-segmented constituents of regions in a given class relative to the total size of that class in the reference data. The reliance on reference data to evaluate the correctness and completeness measures is a major disadvantage of such QC measures. Therefore, prior research has addressed the possibility of deriving QC measures that are not based on reference data. More specifically, Belton, Nurunnabi et al., and Lari and Habib [36] [37] [38] developed QC measures that make hypotheses regarding possible segmentation problems, propose procedures for detecting instances of such problems, and develop mitigation approaches to fix such problems without the need for having reference data. Over-segmentation-where a single planar/pole-like feature is segmented into more than one region, and under segmentation-where multiple planar/pole-like features are segmented as one region are key segmentation problems that have been considered by prior literature. More specifically, problems associated with planar and pole-like feature segmentation are independently addressed. However, segmentation problems arising from possible competition among neighboring planar and pole-like features have not been addressed by prior research.
In this paper, we present a region-growing and quality-control framework for the segmentation of planar, pole-like, and rough features. The main characteristics of the proposed procedure are as follows:
1.
Planar and varying-radii pole-like features are simultaneously segmented, 2.
ALS, TLS, MTLS, and image-based point clouds can be manipulated by the proposed segmentation procedure, 3.
The region-growing process starts from optimally-selected seed regions to reduce the sensitivity of the segmentation outcome to the choice of the seed location, 4.
The region-growing process considers variations in the local characteristics of the point cloud (i.e., local point density/spacing and noise level), 5.
The QC process considers possible competition among neighboring planar and pole-like features for the same points, 6.
The QC procedure considers possible artifacts arising from the sequence of the region growing process, and 7.
The QC process considers the possibility of having partially or fully misclassified planar and pole-like features.
The paper starts with a presentation of the proposed segmentation and quality control procedures. Then, comprehensive results from ALS, TLS, and image-based point clouds are discussed to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed procedure. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the main characteristics, as well as the limitations of the proposed methodology/framework together with recommendations for future research.
Proposed Methodology
As can be seen in Figure 1 , the proposed methodology proceeds according to the following steps: (1) structuring and characterization of the point cloud; (2) distance-based region growing starting from randomly-selected seed points to define seed regions with pre-defined size; (3) PCA-based classification and feature modeling of generated seed regions; (4) Sequential region-growing according to the quality of fit between neighboring points and the fitted-model through the constituents of the seed regions; (5) PCA-based classification, model-fitting, and region growing of non-segmented points; (6) distance-based region growing for the segmentation of rough points; and (7) quality control of the segmentation outcome. The following subsections introduce the technical details of these steps. 
Simultaneous Segmentation of Planar and Pole-Like Features Starting from Optimally-Selected Seed Regions
In this subsection, we introduce the conceptual basis and implementation details for the first four steps of the processing framework in Figure 1 (i.e., data structuring and characterization, establishing seed regions, PCA-based classification and modeling of the seed regions, and sequential region-growing from optimally-selected seed regions).
Data Structuring and Characterization
For non-organized point clouds, it is important to re-organize such data to facilitate the identification of the nearest neighbor or nearest n-neighbors for a given point. TIN, grid, voxel, Octree, and kd-tree data structures are possible alternatives for facilitating the search within a non-organized point cloud [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In this research, the kd-tree data structure is utilized for sorting and organizing a set of points since it leads to a balanced tree-i.e., a binary tree with the minimum depth-which improves the efficiency of the neighborhood-search process. The kd-tree data structure is established by recursive sequential subdivision of the three-dimensional space along the X, Y, and Z directions starting with the one that has the longest extent. The splitting plane is defined to be perpendicular to the direction in question and passes through the point with the median coordinate along that direction. The 3D recursive splitting proceeds until all the points are inserted in the kd-tree.
The outcome of any region-growing segmentation approach depends on the search radius, which is used to identify neighboring points that satisfy a predefined similarity criterion. This search radius should be based on the Local Point Density/Spacing (LPD/LPS) for the point under consideration. For either laser-based or image-based point clouds, the LPD/LPS will change depending on the utilized sensor and/or platform as well as the sensor-to-object distance. For image-based point clouds, the LPD/LPS can be also affected by object texture or illumination conditions. Therefore, we need to estimate a unique LPD/LPS for every point within the dataset in question. More specifically, for every point, we establish a local neighborhood that contains a pre-specified number of points. As stated in Lari and Habib [36] , the evaluation of the LPD/LPS requires the identification of the nature of the local surface at the vicinity of the query point (i.e., LPD/LPS evaluation depends on whether the local surface is defined by a planar, thin linear, cylindrical, or rough feature-please, refer to the reported statistics in Table 1 ). The number of used points to define the local surface should be large enough to ensure that the local surface is correctly identified for valid estimation of the LPD/LPS. In this research, a total of 70 points have been used to define the local neighborhood for a given point. Then, a PCA procedure is used to identify the nature of the defined local neighborhood-i.e., determine whether it is part of a planar, pole-like, or rough region [45] . Depending on the identified class, the corresponding LPD-pnts{m for thin pole-like features, pnts{m 2 for planar and cylindrical features, and pnts{m 3 for rough regions-and the corresponding LPS are estimated according to the established measures in Lari and Habib [38] . This step starts by forming a set of seed points that are randomly distributed within the point cloud in question. Rather than directly defining seed regions, which are centered at the randomly-established seed points, we define the seed regions through a distance-based region growing. More specifically, starting from a user-defined percentage of randomly-selected seed points, we perform a distance-based region growing (i.e., the spatial closeness of the points to the seed point in question as determined by the LPS is the only used criterion). The distance-based region growing continues until pre-specified region size is attained. This approach for seed-region definition will ensure that the seed region is large enough, while avoiding the risk of having the seed region comprised of points from two or more different classes. Therefore, when dealing with different features that are spatially close to each other, we ensure that the seed regions belong to the individual objects as long as the spatial separation between those features is larger than the LPS. Having larger seed regions that belong to individual objects will lead to better identification of the respective models associated with those neighborhoods, which in turn will increase the reliability of the segmentation procedure.
PCA-Based Classification and Modeling of Seed Regions
Now that we defined the seed regions, we use PCA to identify whether they belong to planar, pole-like, or rough neighborhoods. More specifically, the relationships among the normalized Eigen values of the dispersion matrix of the points within a seed region relative to its centroid are used to identify planar seed regions (i.e., where two of the normalized Eigen values are significantly larger than the third one), pole-like seed regions (i.e., where one of the normalized Eigen values is significantly larger the other two), and rough seed regions (i.e., where the three normalized Eigen values are of similar magnitude). For planar and pole-like seed regions, a Least Squares Adjustment (LSA) model-fitting procedure is used to derive the plane/pole-like parameters together with the quality of fit between the points within the seed region and the defined model as represented by the respective a-posteriori variance factor (this a-posteriori variance factor will be used as an indication of the local noise level within the seed region). For a planar seed region, the LSA estimates the three plane parameters-a, b, and c-using either Equation (1), (2), or (3) (the choice of the appropriate plane equation depends on the orientation of the Eigen vector corresponding to the smallest Eigen value-i.e., the one defining the normal to the plane)-refer to Figure 2 . For a pole-like feature, the LSA estimates its radius together with four parameters that define the coordinates of a point along the axis and the axis orientation-p, q, a, and b-using either Equation (4), (5), or (6) (the choice of the appropriate equation depends on the orientation of the Eigen vector corresponding to the largest Eigen value-i.e., the one defining the axis orientation of the pole-like feature)-refer to Figure 3 . One should note that the variable t in Equations (4)- (6), depends on the distance between the projection of any point onto the axis of the pole-like feature and the utilized point along the axis-i.e., (p,q,0) for the axis defined by Equation (4), (p,0,q) for the axis defined by Equation (5), or (0,p,q) for the axis defined by Equation (6) (refer to Figure 3) .
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Region-Growing Starting from Optimally-Selected Seed Regions
In this research, the seed regions representing planar and pole-like features are sorted according to an ascending order for the evaluated a-posteriori variance factor in the previous step. One should note that such a-posteriori variance factor is an indication of the normal distances between the points within the seed region and the best-fitted model-i.e., it is an indication of the noise level in the dataset as well as the compatibility of the physical surface and the underlying mathematical model. Starting with the seed region that has the minimum a-posteriori variance factor, a region-growing process is implemented while considering the spatial proximity as defined by the LPS and the normal distance to the defined model through the seed region as the similarity criteria. Throughout the region-growing process, the model parameters and a-posteriori variance factor are sequentially updated. For a given seed region, the growing process will proceed until no more points could be added. The sequential region growing according to the established quality of fit-i.e., a-posteriori variance factor-will ensure that seed regions showing better fit to the planar or pole-like feature model are considered first. Thus, rather than starting the region growing from randomly established seed points, we start the growing from locations that exhibit good fit with the pre-defined models for planar and pole-like features.
Sequential Segmentation of Non-Segmented Points and Rough Regions
Depending on the user-defined percentage of seed points, one should expect that some points might not be segmented or considered since they are not within the immediate vicinity of seed points that belong to the same class or they happen to be at the neighborhood of rough seed regions. To consider such situations, we implement a sequential region-growing process by going through the points within the kd-tree data structure starting from its root and identifying the points that have not been segmented/classified so far. Whenever a non-segmented/non-classified point within the kd-tree data structure is encountered, the following region-growing procedure is implemented:
Starting from a non-segmented/non-classified point, a distance-based region growing is implemented, according the established LPS, until a pre-defined seed-region size is achieved. 2.
For the established seed region, PCA is used to decide whether the seed region represents planar, pole-like, or rough neighborhood. If the seed region is deemed as being part of a planar or pole-like feature, the parameters of the respective model are estimated through a LSA procedure.
3.
A region-growing process is carried out using the LPS and quality of fit with the established model in the previous step as the similarity measures. Throughout the region-growing process, the model parameters and the respective a-posteriori variance factor are sequentially updated. 4.
Steps 1-3 are repeated until all the non-segmented/non-classified nodes within the kd-tree data structure are considered.
The last step of the segmentation process, is grouping neighboring points that belong to rough regions. This is carried out according to the following steps:
For the seed regions, which have been classified as being part of rough neighborhoods during the first or the second stages of the segmentation procedure, we conduct a distance-based region-growing of non-segmented points.
2.
Finally, we inspect the kd-tree starting from its root node to identify non-segmented/ non-classified nodes, which are utilized as seed points for a distance-based segmentation of rough regions.
At this stage, the constituents of a point cloud have been classified and segmented into planar, pole-like, and rough segments. For planar and pole-like features, we have also established the respective model parameters and a-posteriori variance factor, which describes the average normal distance between the constituents of a region and the best-fit model.
Quality Control of the Segmentation Outcome
In spite of the facts that, (1) the proposed region-growing segmentation strategy has been designed to optimally-select seed regions that exhibit the best quality of fit to the LSA-based planar/pole-like models; and (2) the region growing is based on the established LPS for the individual points, one cannot guarantee that the segmentation outcome will be perfect (i.e., the segmentation outcome might still exhibit artifacts). For example, one should expect that segmented regions at an earlier stage might invade segmented regions at a later stage. Additionally, due to the location of the randomly-established seed points and the nature of the objects within the point cloud, there might be instances where seed regions are wrongly classified (e.g., a portion of a planar feature is wrongly classified as a pole-like feature or a set of contiguous pole-like features are identified as a planar segment). As has been mentioned in the Introduction, prior research has dealt with the detection and mitigation of over-segmentation and under-segmentation problems. However, prior research does not consider potential artifacts that might arise when simultaneously segmenting planar, pole-like, and rough regions. The proposed quality control framework proceeds according to the following three stages; namely, (1) developing a list of hypothesized artifacts/problems that might take place during the segmentation process; (2) developing procedures for the detection of instances of such artifacts/problems without the need for having reference data; and (3) developing approaches to mitigate such problems whenever detected. The following list provides a summary of hypothesized problems that might take place within a multi-class simultaneous segmentation of planar and pole-like features; Figure The above problems can be categorized as follows: (1) Interclass competition for neighboring points; (2) Intraclass competition for neighboring points; and (3) Fully/partially-misclassified planar and pole-like features. To deal with such segmentation problems, we introduce the following procedure to detect and mitigate instances of such problems:
itial mitigation of interclass competition for neighboring points: A key problem in region-growing segmentation is that derived regions at an early stage might invade neighboring features of the same or different class, which are derived at a later stage. In this QC category, we consider potential invasion among features that belong to different classes. Specifically, for segmented features in a given class (i.e., planar or pole-like features), features in the other classes (including rough regions) will be considered as potential candidates that could be incorporated into the constituent regions of the former class. For example, the constituents of pole-like features and rough regions will be considered as potential candidates that could be incorporated into planar features. In this case, if a planar feature has potential candidates, which are spatially close as indicated by the established LPS, and the normal distance between those potential candidates and the LSA-based model through that planar feature is within the respective a-posteriori variance factor, those potential candidates will be incorporated into the planar feature in question. The same procedure is applied for pole-like features, while considering planar and rough regions as potential candidates. In this regard, the respective QC measure-QC interclass competition -is evaluated according to Equation (7), where n incorporated represents the number of incorporated points from other classes and n potential candidates represents the number of potential candidates for this class. For that QC measure, lower percentage indicates lower instances of points that have been incorporated from other classes.
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2. Mitigation of intraclass competition for neighboring points: This problem takes place whenever a feature, which has been derived at the earlier stage of the region growing, invades other features from the same class that have been segmented at a later stage. One can argue that intraclass competition for pole-like features is quite limited (this is mainly due to the narrow spread of pole-like features across its axis). Therefore, for this QC measure, we only consider intraclass completion for planar features (as can be seen in Figure 4d , where the middle planar regions invade the left and right planar features with the invading portions highlighted by red ellipses). Detection and mitigation of such problem starts by deriving the inner and outer boundaries of the segmented planar regions ( Figure 5 illustrates an example of inner and outer boundaries for a given segment). The inner and outer boundaries can be derived using the minimum convex hull and inter-point-maximum-angle procedures presented by Sampath and Shan [44] and Lari and Habib [45] , respectively. Then, for each of the planar regions, we check if some of their constituents are located within the boundaries of neighboring regions and at the same time the normal distances between such constituents and the fitted model through the neighboring regions are within their respective a-posteriori variance factor. In such a case, the individual points that satisfy these conditions are transformed from the invading planar feature to the invaded one. For such QC category, the respective measure is determined according to Equation (8) , where n invading represents the number of invading planar points that have been transformed from the invading to the invaded segments and n plane total represents the total number of originally-segmented planar points. In this case, lower percentage indicates lower instances of such problem.
QC intraclass competition " n invading {n plane total (8) Figure 5 . Inner and outer boundary derivation for the identification of intraclass competition for neighboring points.
3.
Single pole-like feature wrongly classified as a planar one: To detect such instances (Figure 4a is a schematic illustration of such situation), we perform PCA of the constituents of the individual planar features. For such segmentation problem, the PCA-based normalized Eigen values will indicate 1-D spread of such regions. Whenever such scenario is encountered, the LSA-based parameters of the fitted cylinder through this feature together with the respective a-posteriori variance factor are derived. The planar feature will be reclassified as a pole-like one if the latter's a-posteriori variance factor is almost equivalent to the planar-based one. For this case, the respective QC measure-QC reclassi f ied linear f eaure -is represented by Equation (9), where n reclassi f ied lines is the number of points within reclassified linear features and n plane total is the total number of points within the originally-segmented planar features. In this case, lower percentage indicates fewer instances of such a problem.
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4. Mitigation of fully or partially misclassified pole-like features: For this problem (as illustrated by Figure 4c ,f), we identify pole-like features or portions of pole-like features that are encompassed within neighboring planar features. The process starts with identifying neighboring pole-like and planar features where the axis of the pole-like feature is perpendicular to the planar-feature normal. Then, the constituents of the pole-like feature are projected onto the plane defined by the planar feature. Instances, where the pole-like feature is encompassed-either fully or partially-within the planar feature, are identified by slicing the pole-like feature in the across direction to its axis. For each of the slices, we determine the closest planar point(s) that does (do) not belong to the pole-like feature in question (e.g., point a in Figure 6a or points a and b in Figure 6b ). If the closest point(s) happen to be immediate neighbor(s) of the constituents of that slice (as defined by the established LPS), then one can suspect that the portion of the pole-like feature at the vicinity of that slice might be encompassed within the neighboring planar region (i.e., that portion of the pole-like feature might be invading the planar region). To confirm or reject this suspicion, we evaluate the normal distances between the constituents of the slice and the neighboring planar region. If these normal distances are within the respective a-posteriori variance factor for the planar region, we confirm that the slice is encompassed within the planar region. Whenever the pole-like feature is fully encompassed within the planar region (Figure 6a ), all the slices will have immediate neighbors from that planar region while having minimal normal distances. Consequently, the entire pole-like feature will be reassigned to the planar region. On the other hand, whenever the linear feature is partially encompassed within the planar region, we identify the slices where the closest neighbors to such slices are not immediate neighbors (Figure 6b ). The portion of the pole-like feature, which is defined by such slices, will be retained while the other portion will be reassigned to the planar region. The QC measure in this case is defined by Equation (10), where n encompassed line points represents the number of points within the pole-like feature that are encompassed within the planar feature and n line total is the total number of points within the originally-segmented linear features. Lower percentage indicates fewer instances of such problem.
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5.
Mitigation of fully or partially misclassified planar features: The conceptual basis of the implemented procedure to detect instances of such problem (as illustrated by Figure 4b ,e) is that whenever planar features are either fully (Figure 4b ) or partially (Figure 4e ) misclassified, a significant portion of the encompassing Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) will not be occupied by those features (refer to Figure 7a ). In this regard, one should note that the MBR denotes the smallest area rectangle that encompasses the identified boundary of the planar region in question [46] . Therefore, to detect instances of such problem, we start by defining the MBR for the individual planar regions. Then, we evaluate the ration between the area of the planar region in question and the area of the encompassing MBR. Whenever this area is below a pre-defined threshold, we suspect that the planar feature in question might contain pole-like features, which will take the form of tentacles to the original planar region (as can be seen in Figure 7a ). To identify such features, we perform a 2D-linear feature segmentation procedure, which is similar to the one proposed earlier with the exception that it is conducted in 2D rather than 3D (i.e., the line parameters would include slope, intercept, and width)-refer to Figure 7b . More specifically, pre-defined percentage of seed points are established. Then, a distance-based region growing is carried out to define seed regions with pre-set size. A 2D-PCA and line fitting procedure is conducted to identify seed regions that represent 2D lines. Those seed regions are then incorporated within a region-growing process that considers both the spatial closeness of the points and their normal distance to the fitted 2D lines. Following the 2D-line segmentation, an over-segmentation quality control is carried out to identify single linear features that have been identified as multiple ones. Moreover, the conducted QC in the previous step is implemented to identify partially misclassified linear features-i.e., the invading portion of the linear feature(s) (refer to Figure 7c ). The QC measure for such problem is evaluated according to Equation (11), where n misclassi f ied plane points represents the number of points within the planar feature that belong to 2D lines and n plane total is the total number of originally-segmented planar points. Lower percentage indicates fewer instances of such problem.
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Experimental Results
To illustrate the performance of the segmentation and quality control procedure, this section provides the segmentation and quality control results using ALS, TLS, and image-based point clouds.
The main objectives of the conducted experiments are as follows:
1.
Prove the feasibility of the proposed segmentation procedure in handling data with significant variation in LPD/LPS as well as inherent noise level, 2.
Prove the feasibility of the proposed segmentation procedure in handling data with different distribution and concentration of planar, pole-like, and rough regions, 3.
Prove the capability of the proposed QC procedure in detecting and quantifying instances of the hypothesized segmentation problems, and 4.
Prove the capability of the proposed QC procedure in mitigating instances of the hypothesized segmentation problems.
The following subsections provide the datasets description, segmentation results, and the outcome of the quality control procedure.
Datasets Description
Airborne Laser Scanner Dataset-ALS: This dataset is captured by an Optech ALTM 3100 over an urban area that includes planar roofs, roads, and trees/bushes. The extent of the covered area is roughly 0.5 kmˆ0.5 km. Figure 8a shows a perspective view of the ALS point cloud, where the color is based on the height of the different points.
First Terrestrial Laser Scanner Dataset-TLS1: This dataset is captured by a FARO Focus3D X330 scanner. The effective scan distance for this scanner ranges from 0.6 m up to 330 m. The ranging error is˘2 mm. The scanner is positioned at the vicinity of a building façade with planar and cylindrical features whose radii is almost 0.6 m. The extent of the covered area is approximately 35 mˆ20 m 10 m. Figure 8b illustrates the perspective view of this dataset with the colors derived from the scanner-mounted camera.
Second Terrestrial Laser Scanner Dataset-TLS2: This dataset is captured by Leica HDS 3000 scanner. The effective san distance for this unit ranges up to 300 m with˘6 mm position accuracy at 50 m. The covered area includes a planar building façade, some light poles, and trees/bushes. The extent of the covered area is almost 250 mˆ200 mˆ26 m. A perspective view of this dataset is illustrated in Figure 8c .
Third Terrestrial Laser Scanner Dataset-TLS3: This dataset covers an electrical substation and is captured by a FARO Focus3D X130 scanner. The effective scan distance ranges from 0.6 m up to 130 m.
The ranging error is˘2 mm. The dataset is mainly comprised of pole-like features with relatively small radii. The extent of the covered area is roughly 12 mˆ10 mˆ6 m. A perspective view of this dataset is provided in Figure 8d with the colors derived from the scanner-mounted camera.
Dense Image Matching Dataset-DIM: This dataset, which is shown in Figure 8e , is derived from a block of 28 images captured by a GoPro 3 camera onboard a DJI Phantom 2 UAV platform over a building with complex roof structure. The extent of the covered area is approximately 100 m1 30 mˆ17 m. A Structure from Motion (SfM) approach developed by He and Habib [46] is adopted for automated determination of the frame camera EOPs as well as sparse point cloud representing the imaged area relative to an arbitrarily-defined local reference frame. Then, a semi-global dense matching is used to derive a dense point cloud from the involved images [9] .
The processing framework starts with data structuring as well as deriving the LPD/LPS for the point clouds in the different datasets. For LPD/LPS estimation, the closest 70 points have been used. Ratios among the PCA-based Eigen values are used to classify the local neighborhoods into planar, pole-like, and rough regions. For Planar regions, the smallest normalized Eigen value should be less than 0.03, while the ration between the other two should be larger than 0.6. For pole-like neighborhoods, on the other hand, the largest normalized Eigen value should be larger than 0.7. The number of the involved points and the statistics of the LPD for the different datasets are listed in Table 1 , where one can observe the significant variations in the derived LPD values. 
Segmentation Results
This section provides the segmentation results for planar, pole-like, and rough regions from the different datasets. Before discussing the segmentation results, we introduce the different thresholds, the rationale for setting them up, and the utilized numerical values. The proposed region-growing segmentation methodology involves three thresholds: (1) Percentage of randomly-selected seed points relative to the total number of available points within the dataset-For the above datasets, this percentage is set to 10%. One should note that using larger percentage value did not make a significant impact on the segmentation results; (2) Pre-set size of the seed regions-This size should be set-up in a way to ensure that the seed region is large enough for reliable estimation of the model parameters associated with that region. For the conducted tests, the pre-set region size is set to 100; (3) Normal distance threshold-In general, the normal distance threshold for the region-growing process is based on the derived a-posteriori variance factor from the LSA parameter estimation procedure. However, we set upper threshold values that depend on the sensor specifications (i.e., the normal distance thresholds are not allowed to go beyond these values). For the conducted experiments, the ALS-based region-growing normal distance is set to 0.2 m. For the TLS and DIM datasets, the normal distance threshold is set to 0.05 m. The proposed methodology is implemented in C#. The experiments are conducted using a computer with 16 GB RAM and Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @3.60 GHz. The time performance of the proposed data structuring, characterization, and segmentation is listed in Table 2 . Figures 9 and 10 present the feature classification and segmentation results, respectively. For the classification results in Figure 9 , planar, pole-like, and rough regions are shown in blue, green, and red, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 9 , ALS, TLS2, and DIM datasets are mainly comprised of planar and rough regions. TLS1 and TLS3, on the other hand, mainly include planar and pole-like features, where large-radii pole-like features are present in TLS1 and the majority of TLS3 is comprised of small-radii cylinders. In Figure 10 , the segmented planar, pole-like, and rough regions are shown in different colors. Visual inspection of the results in Figure 10 indicates that a good segmentation has been achieved. To quantitatively evaluate the quality of such segmentation, the previously-discussed QC measures are used to denote the frequency of detected artifacts. 
Quality Control Outcome
The quality control procedure has been implemented according to the following sequence: QC1) detection and mitigation of single pole-like features that have been misclassified as planar ones, QC2) initial mitigation of interclass competition for neighboring points, QC3) detection and mitigation of over-segmentation problems, QC4) detection and mitigation of intraclass competition for neighboring points, QC5) detection and mitigation of fully/partially misclassified pole-like features, and finally QC6) detection and mitigation of fully/partially misclassified planar features. One should note that for QC3, the respective over-segmentation measure is evaluated as the ration between the merged segments in a given class relative to the total number of segments in that class. Figure 11 , presents the segmentation results following these QC procedures. For TLS1 and TLS3, segmentation results for planar and pole-like features are presented separately since those datasets have significant portions that pertain to such classes. Figure 12 illustrated examples of the detected/mitigated problems through the different QC measures. More specifically, Figure 12a shows portions of a cylindrical column, as highlighted by the red rectangle, that have been originally classified as planar regions and after QC1, they have been correctly reclassified as pole-like features. Figure 12b shows examples of points from other classes, in red, that have been incorporated into planar and pole-like features, in yellow, after implementing QC2. An example of corrected over-segmentation of pole like features after QC3 is illustrated in Figure 12c (compare the segmentation results in Figures 10b and 12c ). Detection and mitigation of intraclass competition for neighboring points after QC4 is shown in Figure 12d (refer to the highlighted regions within the red rectangles before and after QC4). The results of mitigating fully/partially misclassified linear regions after QC5 are shown in Figure 12e (refer to the results after the over-segmentation in Figure 12c and those in Figure 12e , where one can see the correct mitigation of partially-misclassified pole-like features). Finally, Figure 12f shows an example of the segmentation results after applying QC6 that identifies/corrects partially/fully misclassified planar features (compare the results in Figures 10b and 12f) . The proposed QC procedures provide quantitative measures that indicate the frequency of the segmentation problems. Such quantitative measures are presented in Table 3 , where closer investigation reveals the following:
1.
For TLS1 and TLS3, which include significant number of pole-like features, a higher percentage of misclassified single pole-like features (QC1) is observed. TLS1 has pole-like features with larger radii. Therefore, there is higher probability that seed regions along cylindrical features with high point density are misclassified as planar ones. For TLS3, misclassified pole-like features are caused by having several thin beams in the dataset.
2.
For interclass competition for neighboring points (QC2), airborne datasets with predominance of planar features have higher percentage of QC interclass competition pplanarq-refer to the results for the ALS and DIM datasets. On the other hand, QC interclass competition ppole´likeq has higher percentages in datasets that have significant portions belonging to cylindrical features (i.e., TLS1 and TLS3). 3.
Due to inherent noise in the datasets as well as the strict normal distance thresholds as defined by the derived a-posteriori variance factor, over-segmentation problems (QC4) are present.
In this regard, one should note that over-segmentation problems are easier to handle than under-segmentation ones, which could arise from relaxed normal-distance thresholds.
4.
Intraclass competition for neighboring points (QC4) are quite minimal. This is evident by the reported low percentages for this category.
5.
For partially/misclassified pole-like features, higher percentages of QC5 when dealing with low number of points in such classes is not an indication of a major issue in the segmentation procedure (e.g., QC5 for ALS and DIM where the percentages of the points that belong to pole-like feature are almost 0% and 4%, respectively). 6.
For partially/misclassified planar features, higher percentages of QC6 should be expected when dealing with datasets that have pole-like features with large radii or several interconnected linear features that are almost coplanar (this is the case for TLS1 and TLS3, respectively). 
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
Segmentation of point clouds into planar, pole-like, and rough regions is the first step in the data-processing chain for object modeling. This paper presents a region-growing segmentation procedure that simultaneously identify planar, pole-like, and rough features in point clouds while considering variations in LPS and noise level. In addition to these characteristics, the proposed region-growing segmentation starts from optimally-selected seed regions that are sorted according to their quality of fit to the LSA-based parametric representation of pole-like and planar regions. Given that segmentation artifacts cannot be avoided, a QC methodology is introduced to consider possible problems arising from the sequential-segmentation procedure (i.e., possible invasion of earlier-segmented regions to later-segmented ones) and possible competition between the different segments for neighboring points. The main advantages of the proposed QC procedure include: (1) It does not need reference data; (2) It provides quantitative estimate of the frequency of detected instances of hypothesized problems; and (3) It encompasses a mitigation mechanism that eliminate instances of such problems. In summary, the proposed processing framework tries to optimize the segmentation procedure and at the same time, potential artifacts are detected, quantified, and mitigated.
To illustrate the performance of the segmentation and quality control procedures, we conducted experimental results using real datasets from airborne and terrestrial laser scanners as well as image-based point clouds. The segmentation results have been proven to be quite reliable while relying on few thresholds that could be easily established. Moreover, the QC procedure has been successful in detecting and eliminating possible problems that could be present in the segmentation results.
Future research will be focusing on establishing additional constraints to ensure even more reliable selection of seed regions. In addition, color/intensity information after accurate geometric and radiometric sensor calibration will be used to improve the segmentation results. We will be also considering other segmentation problems that could be mitigated through improved QC procedures. Finally, the outcome from the segmentation and QC procedures will be used to make hypotheses regarding the generated segments (e.g., building rooftops, building façades, light poles, road surfaces, trees, and bushes).
